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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a speech-hiding framework that exploits
spectral properties of the Fourier magnitude and phase of digital
speech signals for the purpose of hiding secret speech messages
inside other speech signals for secure transmissions over unsecured
networks. The technique used exploits low-pass spectral properties
of the speech magnitude spectrum to embed a secret speech signal
in the low-amplitude-high-frequency regions of the host speech
signal’s spectral magnitude. Experimental evaluations on real male
and female voice segments show that our technique is capable of
hiding one speech message inside another host speech segment
to produce a stego speech segment that is indistinguishable from
the original host speech, while being able to extract the hidden
speech message without any perceived degradations in quality.

General Terms:
Steganography, Multimedia Information Hiding.

Keywords:
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Phase Separation.

1. INTRODUCTION
The proliferation and exchange of digital voice messages over
unsecured networks within social media applications has brought
with it issues of how to optimally secure and transmit such
large-sized speech files, while retaining the intelligibility of the
speech signal.
Information hiding techniques, commonly known as steganography
when dealing with hiding secret messages into a cover medium
to form a ”stego” medium [1], or watermarking when copyright
protection of multimedia data is involved [2], have received a great
deal of attention in the past decade [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Motivated by
growing concern about the protection of intellectual property on
the Internet and by the threat of a ban for encryption technology,
the interest in information hiding systems has been increasing over
the years [8].
Techniques for data-hiding inside digital speech signals have
been generally confined to four popular schemes, namely; Least
Significant Bit (LSB) substitution, Shift Spectrum (SSA), Spread
Spectrum (SS) and Frequency Masking (FM). All of them take
advantage of the masking property of the Human Auditory System
(HAS). In the first case, the secret message is hidden into the least

significant bits of the host signal [9]; in the second case, the highest
coefficients of the host signal hide the secret message [10]; in the
third one, interleaved samples of the host signal are selected to hide
the secret message [10]; while in the fourth case, every sample of
the secret message is hidden into one sample of the host signal if a
masking criterion is satisfied [11].
The highest Hiding Capacity (HC) varies among the above
schemes; LSB allows hiding a secret message with the same
time-scale of the host signal (HC = 100%), FM allows hiding up
to the same time-scale (HC ≤ 100%), SS and SSA allows hiding
a speech signal up to the half of the host time-scale (HC ≤ 50%)
[12].
For the purpose of speech message size reduction, speech coding
applications have been proposed which aim at hiding bandwidth
extension information into narrowband speech signals [13]. After
encoding and transmission, this information is used at the
decoder-end to reconstruct the wideband signal. These techniques
have the advantage of transmitting a wideband signal at the same
bit rate as the narrowband signal while conserving the backward
compatibility with existing decoders.
It has been shown that the intelligibility of a speech sentence
is retained if the inverse transform of the Fourier phase of
a long segment of the speech signal is combined with unity
magnitude to obtain the phase-only equivalent speech [14]. In
fact, in listening to this processed sentence, total intelligibility is
retained although the speech has the general quality associated with
high-pass filtering and the introduction of additive white noise.
The magnitude-only speech has some structure which provides a
speech-like characteristic but with no speech intelligibility.
Figure 1 is taken from [14] to show the importance of the phase
component spectrum over the magnitude spectrum. Figure 1-(a)
is the spectogram of a segment of speech. Figure 1-(b) is the
magnitude only spectogram of the same speech segment, and
Figure 1-(c) is the phase only spectogram combined with a unity
magnitude. It is clear how the phase spectogram highly resembles
the original speech spectogram, while the magnitude spectogram
bears no resemblance.
In this paper we thus describe a speech-in-speech hiding framework
for the purpose of reduced storage and secured transmission
requirements of uncompressed RAW speech formats such as the
popular wave format, which builds on the Fourier-domain data
hiding paradigm, introduced in [15] and applied to preliminary
speech hiding in [11].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2
we discuss the properties of narrowband speech and present the
general framework for our speech hiding scheme. Section 3 the
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Fig. 1: (a) Spectogram of the original speech segment, (b) magnitude
only spectogram of the same speech segment, (c) phase only spectogram
combined with a unity magnitude (figure courtesy [14]).

mathematical formulation used in modelling the speech signal to
be hidden is presented. Section 4 introduces the main algorithm in
detail, and experimental results are evaluated in section 5. Finally
concluding remarks are given in section 6.

2. NARROWBAND SPEECH PROPERTIES
Narrowband speech is a low-pass signal where most of the
relevant formants are confined to a bandwidth of 4 kHz [16]. In
the Code-Excited Linear Prediction (CELP) model, the spectral
envelope of a narrowband speech signal is modeled by ten
Linear Prediction Coding (LPC) coefficients. These coefficients
model the first four formants in the speech signal. In voiced
speech, the magnitude spectrum shows very weak components
at high frequencies, as is clear from figure 5-(a). Even though
unvoiced speech presents larger magnitudes at high frequencies, the
intelligibility of the speech signal is negligibly affected if we make
some errors in modeling these frequencies. This has motivated us
to embed another signal in the low-amplitude-high-frequency part
of a host speech signal.

3. CELP MODEL
A secret speech signal, s2(n),n = 0, · · · , 79 to be hidden in
a cover host speech signal s1(m), m = 0, · · · , 159 is subject
to an LP analysis, closed-loop analysis, and a fixed-codebook
search in order to extract ten LPC coefficients, pitch parameters,
and fixed-codebook contributions, respectively [17]. The speech
parameters are updated every 10 ms for a sampling frequency

of 8 kHz. The complete algorithm for extracting the CELP
model parameters is described in details in [18]. In the following
subsections, we review briefly some of the CELP model analysis.
It is worth mentioning that no quantization is required in the current
application, since none of the CELP model parameters will be
transmitted. These parameters will be hidden in the cover host
signal s1(m) in their original unquantized format.

3.1 Linear Prediction Analysis
In the Linear Prediction (LP) analysis, we apply to the signal s2(n)
a 30 ms asymmetric window which consists of two parts: the first
part is a half Hamming window and the second part is a quarter of
a cosine period. We use a 5 ms lookahead from the future speech.
A 10-order predictor is employed on the windowed speech, s

′
2(n),

to estimate the spectral envelope of the speech signal s2(n). The
predicted signal is given by

ŝ2(n) =

10∑
i=1

ais
′
2(n− i). (1)

The LPC vector A(z) = (a1, a2, · · · , a10), used in equation (1), is
computed by minimizing the error,

e(n) = s2(n)− ŝ2(n), (2)

between the original and the predicted samples. The LPC
coefficients are then converted to ten Line Spectral Frequencies
(LSF) parameters wi, i = 1, · · · , 10 . Unlike the LPC coefficients,
the LSF parameters are all positive since they belong to the
normalized frequency domain [0, π].

3.2 Pitch Analysis
An open-loop analysis is performed once per 10-ms speech frame
to estimate the pitch lag. It is followed by a closed-loop analysis,
which refines the search of the pitch delay and pitch gain. The pitch
analysis is done once per 5-ms subframe. Since our algorithm is
based on 10-ms speech frames for the hidden signals, two pitch
delays, T1 and T2, and two pitch gains g1 and g2 will be added to
the hidden information.

3.3 Fixed-Codebook Contribution
The signal after LP analysis and pitch analysis is coded using an
algebraic codebook with four pulses per 5-ms subframe. For a
10-ms frame, 8 pulse positions, P1,1, P1,2, P1,3, P1,4, P2,1, P2,2,
P2,3, P2,4, from subframes 1 and 2 are computed. These are added,
with their sign indices, S1,1, S1,2, S1,3, S1,4, S2,1, S2,2, S2,3, S2,4

and two fixed codebook gains, gp1, gp2 to the hidden information.
At the end of the CELP model analysis, each 10-ms frame of signal
s2(n) will be hidden in terms of its CELP model parameters H2

in the 20-ms signal s1(m). Table 1 shows the parameters of the
hidden vector H2.

4. SPEECH-HIDING ALGORITHM
Our speech hiding algorithm is illustrated in figure 2. We start with
a 20-millisecond (ms) cover host signal s1(m), m = 0, · · · , 159
which is transformed to the frequency domain by applying a
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), followed by decomposition into its
magnitude and phase spectra, as given in equation (3). A 10-ms
hidden message signal s2(n), n = 0, · · · , 79 is then analyzed
using a CELP model, and the extracted CELP parameters, H2, of
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Table 1. : The 32 Parameters of the hidden vector H2

H2 Component Parameters
Line Spectrum Frequencies w1, w2, w3, w4, w5, w6, w7, w8, w9, w10

Adaptive-codebook Delay T1, T2

Adaptive-codebook Gain g1, g2
Pulse Positions P1,1, P1,2, P1,3, P1,4, P2,1, P2,2, P2,3, P2,4

Pulse Signs S1,1, S1,2, S1,3, S1,4, S2,1, S2,2, S2,3, S2,4

Pulse Gains gp1, gp2

s2(n) are hidden in the low-amplitude, high-frequency region of
the magnitude spectrum of signal s1(m).

S1(k) = |S1(k)| · ejϕ(k), (k = 0, · · · , 159) (3)

4.1 The Embedding Process
In the first stage of the speech-hiding algorithm, the speech
spectrum, S1(k), of the cover host speech signal s1(m) is separated
into its magnitude spectrum |S1(k)|, k = 0, · · · , 159, and its phase
spectrum ϕ(k). The last 32 samples of the first half of |S1(k)| are
replaced by the 32 CELP parametersH2 of the secret speech signal
s2(n):

|S1(49 : 80)| = H2(1 : 32). (4)

An inverse FFT (iFFT) is performed in order to construct the 20-ms
composite (stego) signal s3(m), m = 0, · · · , 159 as follows:

s3(m) = iFFT(|S1| · ejϕ), (m = 0, · · · , 159). (5)

Signal s3(m) is the stego signal which contains the 20-ms signal
s1(m) as well as the 10-ms secret speech signal s2(n) hidden
inside it.

4.2 The Extraction Process
The extraction process is illustrated by the block diagram in
figure 3. Extracting the 32 CELP parameters from the stego speech
signal is conducted in the reverse order to the embedding process;
the stego speech signal is transformed to the frequency domain
by applying the FFT operation and the magnitude spectrum is
separated from the phase spectrum. The 32 CELP parameters
are then extracted from the same locations they were embedded
in the spectral magnitude of the stego speech signal. These 32
parameters are then used to reconstruct the hidden speech message
segment that was embedded. Since the CELP parameter values
that are extracted have the exact same values as the embedded
CELP, the reconstructed hidden speech signal suffers no perceived
degradations in quality.

5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We have conducted several simulations to evaluate the performance
of our proposed technique, in terms of objective and subjective
measures. The evaluation simulations have been conducted on 12
host speech signals uttered by six male and six female speakers and
10 hidden speech signals. Among the 120 possible combinations,
we performed 12 simulations by embedding randomly one of the
hidden signals in the host signals.
An informal listening comparative test has been performed as a
subjective measure. Naive speakers had to listen to both the original
host speech signal s1(m) and the composite (stego) signal s3(m)
in random order and give their preference for the one with better

quality. The listeners found it difficult to notice any difference
between both signals.
As an objective measure, we select the Segmental Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (SNRseg). Instead of working on the whole signal domain,
the SNRseg is used to calculate the SNR values of short segments
(15 to 20 ms). It is given by:

SNRseg = 10log10

( ∑159

m=0
[s1(m)]2∑159

m=0
[s1(m)− s3(m)]2

)
. (6)

The SNRseg is most commonly used to measure the quality
of reconstruction in a speech waveform by comparing the
reconstructed waveform with the original signal. This measure
is less sensitive to minor deviations between signals and will be
adopted for evaluating our results.
To study the impact of speech hiding on the spectrum of the cover
speech, we will also use the weighted spectral distortion (SDW )
measure of Paliwal and Atal [19], where smaller values indicate
higher correlation between cover and stego magnitude spectra.
In Table 2, we present the average SNRseg values as well as
the average SDW for the selected simulations. It is clear that
speech hiding in female speech cover signals allows for higher
performance than using male speech as cover host signals.

Table 2. : Objective Performance of our Scheme

Speaker Avg SNRseg (dB) Avg SDW (dB)
Female 28.94 0.461
Male 26.30 0.507
Average 27.62 0.484

Figure 4 shows an original cover host signal s1(m) and the
stego speech signal s3(m). Figure 5 shows the original magnitude
spectrum of the cover host speech signal s1(m) and the
magnitude spectrum after hiding the 32 CELP parameters of signal
s2(n) in its low-amplitude-high-frequency region. The 32 CELP
parameters have replaced the original values in the low-amplitude
high-frequency region of the magnitude. These 32 parameters have
very small values which is why they appear as zeros in figure 5-(b)

6. CONCLUSIONS
This work has developed a framework for speech-in-speech
hiding that can help in reducing the storage and transmission
requirements of digital voice messages exchanged over social
media applications, as well as for steganography applications
of hiding secret speech messages for transmission security over
unsecured networks. The technique used exploited the low-pass
nature of narrowband speech signals to embed the 32 CELP
parameters of another hidden speech signal in the low amplitude
high frequency regions of the spectral magnitude of the host
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Fig. 2: Block diagram showing the general steps to embed a secret speech signal (s2) inside a cover speech signal (s1) to produce the
composite stego speech signal (s3).

Fig. 4: (a) Original signal s1(m), (b) Stego signal s3(m) after hiding the
32 CELP parameters of signal s2(n). It is clear that the two are almost
indistinguishable.

speech signal. Experimental results on real male and female voice
segments have shown that our technique is capable of hiding one
speech message inside another host speech segment to produce a
stego speech segment that is indistinguishable from the original
host speech, while being able to extract the hidden speech message
without perceived degradations in quality. In future work, we would
like to extend our paradigm to embedding hidden speech in the
commonly used MPEG-Layer-3 (MP3) sound format. The main

Fig. 5: (a) Magnitude Spectrum of cover host signal s1(m), (b) Magnitude
Spectrum of the stego signal s3(m). The 32 CELP parameters have
replaced the original values in the low-amplitude-high-frequency region of
the magnitude. These 32 parameters have very small values which is why
they appear as zeros in (b).

challenge we would face in this case is how to reduce the effect
of compression on the embedded CELP parameters such that the
extracted parameters suffer the least amount of degradation which,
in turn, would affect the reconstructed speech.
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Fig. 3: Block diagram showing the Extraction process to recover the 32 CELP parameters from the same locations of the spectral magnitude
of the stego speech signal that they were embedded in.
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